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● COVID-19 hit most old-world companies hardest

● Global tech. leaders biggest recipients of consumer shift to online 

● Online spending share of total retail sales doubled across most 
countries 

● Digital infrastructure providers such as Alibaba, Tencent, Amazon, 
Microsoft, Google, Apple and Facebook were biggest winners, 
reflected in strong revenue growth and share price gains 

● Clear divergence of ‘Old-world brands’ from those committed to 
building a significant e-commerce presence and those who failed to 
keep up 

● Whilst this divergence is most obvious in consumer retailing, we 
expect a similar pattern to emerge across other industries over the 
early 2020s as clear-technology innovators emerge

● Following the Bitcoin halving event in May, investors are looking to 
Q3/Q4 for strong price gains 

● Institutional investor flows into U.S. based Greyscale investments 
purchased 75% of all new bitcoin mined in Q2, while interest in 
Ethereum grows as more news on ETH 2.0 upgrade is provided 

Executive Summary
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“Our mission has not changed since day 
one. It is to make it easy to do business 

anywhere. Today our consumers, 
merchants and our partners are entering 
a new journey in the digital era. We will 

continue to create value for them by 
leveraging the power of data technology”

 Daniel Yong Zhang
Executive Chairman and CEO
Alibaba Group
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After reaching 5M US customers in 
June, Afterpay announced in July 
that its customers can now use 
Apple Pay to make purchases 
through Afterpay in physical retail 
stores and online. Raised $650m in 
July to fund international expansion.

Global cloud providers delivering strong revenue growth as consumers doubled their online spend over the Covid-19 
lockdown period. Significant ongoing uncertainty as to the duration of the impact is likely to see consumers shift more of 
their wallet spend online over the next 12 months.

Delivered record results in FY20, 
powered by Microsoft’’s commercial 
cloud, which surpassed $50 billion in 
revenue for the first time, up 36% yoy
seeing businesses accelerate the 
digitization of every part of their 
operations to meet customer needs. 

Grew revenue at fastest pace in 2 
years, up 29% yoy. US efforts to ban 
WeChat will have little impact, with 
US representing less than 2% of 
Tencent’s revenue. Online game 
revenue +40%  during Covid-19 
lockdown.

Responding to Covid-19, Xero is 
going ‘On Air’, hosting a free online 
forum from 4-17 September. Xero will 
share information and insights while 
also providing them access through 
over 30 episodes.

Reported Q4 revenue growth of 22% 
in July with profits 50% ahead of 
consensus estimates. Cloud grew 
58%. Over 700m active users of 
Alibaba e-commerce platform, 
spending $28B over next 3 years on 
further cloud investments. 

“Beyond mixed ad revenue, we see 
good traction in areas such as 
YouTube subscriptions, Google Play 
and Cloud. YouTube Premium, Music 
and TV subscriptions performed well 
during the quarter. Google. Play App 
and game downloads +35% yoy.

Payments Cloud E-Commerce

Entertainment Advertising Prof. Services

New world - Q2 2020 results and outlook
Well positioned as consumers shift into the digital world
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Google
“We announced a Google for India 

Digitization Fund….we'll invest $10 billion 
over the next 5 to 7 years to accelerate 
and participate in India's burgeoning 

digital economy.”

Microsoft
“The thing we have learned… is that 

digital technology is no longer viewed 
as just new project start, it’s becoming 

perhaps the most key for business 
resilience, continuity and is obviously a 

board discussion everywhere.”

Roku
"I mean one thing I'll just say is that 

partners that embrace Roku are 
winning. I mean we've had an 

exceptional quarter of growth in terms 
of engagement in every segment.“

Shopify
Revenue up 97% yoy, ”stores selling on 
Shopify sold 150% more than they did 
12 months ago”, while “the number of 
(online) stores created, in 3 days or 

less, increased by 123% in Q2.”

Tencent
“Fair value of our investments hit $104B 
in Q2, while H1 2020 revenue and profits 
up almost 30%”. Investing for the future, 

with CAPEX up 107% yoy.”

Microsoft
Record results in H1, driven by $50B in 
cloud revenue, while Azure (+50% yoy) 
and gaming (+64% yoy) all performed 
strongly. Linkedin hit 700M members 

and 16,000 courses.

Amazon
“Zoox are pioneering in the ride hailing 
space and autonomous vehicles and 
this will be used to solve challenges 

and problems for our customers.”

Alibaba
“We have set a goal for the near-term 
to serve over 1 billion consumers and 

achieve at least RMB10 trillion 
consumption by fiscal year 2024.”

       Reliance Jio
Jio. a technology platform providing 
high-quality digital services across 

India, raised $23B from 13 investors incl. 
Google and Facebook. Hit 400m 

customers in Q2 2020.

Tesla 
“Wherever you are in the world, please 
mine more nickel. Go for efficiency, 

environmentally friendly, nickel mining at 
high volume. Tesla will give you a giant 

contract for a long period of time.” 

Amazon
“We injected significant money into the 
economy” in Q2, investing more than 
$9 billion into capital projects that 

include fulfillment, transportation and 
Amazon Web Services (AWS).”

Technology is accelerating away from the pack 
What are the world’s leading innovation CEOs saying?

Visa 
Cross-border volumes (International) 
fell 47% in Q2. “eCommerce excluding 

travel spend remained consistently 
elevated, as consumers continued to 

shift their spend online.” 5



● With the US Dollar Index down 7% since April 1st, 
Investors concerns over monetary inflation has led 
to strong performance in hard assets like Gold, 
Silver and Bitcoin. 

● Following peak Bitcoin prices in December 2017, 
Gold has outperformed Bitcoin by over 100%. 

● Over the past 5 years, Bitcoin has outperformed 
Gold by over 50x.

● As government and central bank interventions 
accelerate in response to Covid-19, Bitcoin and Gold 
should appreciate due to their “hard asset” qualities.

Web 3.0 - Q2 2020 news & performance
Accelerating monetary inflation is driving investors 
towards Gold and Bitcoin 

● Grayscale Investments raised $906M in Q2 2020
● Over $750m originated from Institutional and  hedge 

fund investors.
● On average, $70M raised by Greyscale every week in 

Q2 2020, of which $60M invested in Bitcoin and $10M  
in Ethereum. 

● Andreessen Horowitz (a16z) raised $515M digital fund. 

Institutional demand growing 
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Tim Draper
“Bitcoin had become a safe haven 

amidst global market turmoil from the 
coronavirus outbreak. “I'm still holding 
to my prediction. I think Bitcoin in 2022 

or the beginning of 2023 will hit 
$250,000.”

Andreessen Horowitz (a16z)
“Payment blockchains could end up 
doing to banks what email did to the 
post office and what VoIP [Voice over 

Internet Protocol] services did to 
long-distance carriers.”

Katie Haun (Fund Manager)

Chinese CBDC 
“China seems likely to have a clear 

first-mover advantage in its adoption 
of CBDCs, both in terms of timing 
and usage, A digital yuan could 

increase the Chinese currency’s use 
in international commerce.”

Bank of America

Grayscale 
Purchased the equivalent of 76% of 
all new Bitcoin mined over Q2 and 

“more than 100% after Bitcoin’s 
halving on May 11. Ethereum 

demand hit 15% of assets, a new 
record for Greyscale”. 

Pantera Capital
“Bitcoin was born in a financial crisis. 

It will come of age in this one.”
“There is more than a 50-50 chance 
Bitcoin goes up “and goes up big”, 

with a predicted peak of over 
$100,000 in August 2021”

Doug Morehead, CEO

Pantera Capital
“Oil has been a terrible asset class. 

Oil’s 35-year CAGR is zero.... It’s never 
even hit 6% in the very best of times. 
Bitcoin has a 9-year CAGR of 215% 

with essentially zero long-term 
correlation to the rest of the world.”

GMO & Real Vision
“My conviction levels in Bitcoin rise 

every day. I’m already irresponsibly 
long. I am now thinking it may not be 
even worth owning any other asset as 

a long-term asset allocation, but 
that's a story for another day.”

Raoul Pal 

Ark Investments
“We heard about a lot of struggles 

taking place out there and a 
determination to say, finally, we have 
got to get onto the newest platforms. 

It’s an accelerated shift toward the 
technologies that are faster, less 
expensive, more productive and 

allow for more creativity”

Catherine Wood, CEO

Web 3.0 commentary Q2 2020
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Strong rebound in financial markets 
drove the highest quarterly revenue 
on record,  IB fees up 54% and 
Markets revenue up 79% yoy. Record 
level of equity and debt issuance for 
JPM clients in Q2. Provisioned an 
additional $9B for future loan losses. 

Record intervention from governments and central banks in response to Covid-19  resulted in a strong rebound for global financial 
markets, benefiting financial services. Prolonged lockdowns across many regions of the world impacted global logistics and sales 
channels, with global consumer brands like Coca Cola and McDonalds, and European luxury goods brands such as LVMH and 
Swatch continuing to struggle.

While Coca-Cola revenue declined 
26%, PepsiCo outperformed with a 
-0.3% revenue fall, driven by strong 
market-share gains for snacks (Frito 
Lay) and breakfast cereals (Quakers) 
balancing lower global soft drink 
demand (-7% in Q2). 

Qantas announced $4B impact of 
Covid in H2, delivering FY 20 net 
profit of $122M, down 91%, plus  $1.4B 
asset write-down (A380 fleet). CEO 
Alan Joyce commented that the 
pandemic “was devastating, 
questioning the survival of many”.

Management expectations of 
steeper global sales declines in Q2 
came true, with international sales 
falling 40-70% on pandemic 
lockdown. The improvement seen in 
July (US +2%) while promising, risks 
collapsing again on 2nd wave 
pandemic lockdowns.

Covid-19 continues to heavily impact 
GE, with revenue down 20-60% 
across its business lines. 
Deleveraging of GE’s balance sheet 
has delivered $22B improvement 
since 2019.

Poor Q2 from BMW Group, with both 
sales and deliveries down 25%. 
Europe (-40%) and UK (-49%) worst 
markets. Global new car registrations 
fell to 31M, down 26% yoy as 
consumers delayed car purchases 
due to economic uncertainty

Financials Consumer Industrials

Airlines Auto Consumer

Old world - Continued Q2 results disappointments despite 
strong share price recovery since April
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Starbucks
H1 2020 revenue fell 38%, driven by 
store closures, shortened opening 

hours and less customer traffic.

American Airlines
“This was one of the most challenging 
quarters in AA’s history,” Total staff were 

cut by 30%, lowering cash burn from 
$100m/day to $55m/day in Q2. Expect 

Q3 capacity down 60% yoy.

McDonalds
 International sales down 67% in April 

and 41% in May, resulting in global 
sales fall of 25% in Q2. Gradual 

improvement over June and July.

Coca Cola
Organic revenues declined 26%, 

driven by a 22% decline in 
concentrate shipments. 

General Electric (GE)
Q2 followed a poor Q1, with GE results 

down 20-60% yoy across their 
divisions. Reduced debt by $22B since 

2019 through asset sales.

Airbus
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on financials is now very visible in the 
second quarter, with H1 commercial 

aircraft deliveries halving compared 
to a year ago.

    MGM Grand
Revenue from reopened Las Vegas 
properties declined 50% yoy, however 
with most properties closed, MGM cut 
operating costs by 85% in Q2. Macau 

gaming revenue down 96% yoy.  

LVMH  
H1 2020 sales down 20-40% across its 

divisions, Significant acceleration in 
online sales,  partially offsetting the 

impact on revenue of several months 
of store closures.

DuPont
Global Auto production down 30% yoy 

in H1 2020, while oil and gas, 
aerospace, commercial construction 
and industrial segments continue to 

see significant weakness.

Old world CEOs facing an uncertain future
Most are feeling the pinch

Sydney Airport
Total Passenger traffic in June was -95% 
yoy. With $9B of debt on top of a cash 
burn rate of $50m per month, Sydney 
Airport forced into $2B equity raise in 

August. 9

Exxon
The global pandemic and oversupply 
conditions significantly impacted our 

second quarter financial results with lower 
prices, margins, and sales volumes.



Target
Delivered 25% sales growth, attracting 

10M new e-commerce customers, 
driving 700% increase in online 

curbside pickup sales and 350% 
increase in online parcel delivery. 

Target added $5B new customer sales 
in Q2, while traditional retailers such as 

JC Penny (bankruptcy) and Macy’s 
(restructuring) struggled.

Inditex (Zara)
“In Q2 2020 we have seen a very strong 

progression of online sales globally. 
Greatly helped by our single inventory 

position, online sales have grown +50%. 
Online sales grew by 95% in April”.

Coca Cola
Partnering with a large e-commerce 
platform in China, we increased our 

digital revenue through that customer 
by 65% during local Chinese festival.

Starbucks
Over 90% of sales during the Covid-19 

lockdown were from drive-thru and 
mobile order-and-pay, with Starbucks 
deliveries via mobile App up 300% yoy.

L’Oreal
E-commerce sales grew 65% during H1 
2020, leading the field across global 

cosmetic brands. Online sales up 100% 
in US vs H1 2019.

Starbucks
Digital partnerships with Alibaba and 
Tencent in China allow Starbucks to 

replace larger stores with micro-stores 
format accessed through their 

click-and-collect Mobile platform. 

Nike
Q4 (May ‘20) sales fell 38% with 90% of 
offline stores closed, but digital sales 

grew 75% yoy, reaching 30% of total Q4 
sales. FY20 sales -2%, with digital sales 

+47% yoy.

Proctor & Gamble (PG)
E-commerce sales up 40% in H1 2020, 
reaching $7B or 10% of total sales. US 

online sales continue to grow 
‘extremely fast’.

But investment by old-world companies into their digital 
platforms is beginning to deliver strong sales

WalMart
Online-shopping strategy is paying 
off, with Q2 2020 e-commerce sales 

+104% yoy in China, +97% in US (80% of 
total sales) and >200% in Canada, 

Mexico and Central America. 
Announced partnership with local 
Chinese grocery delivery platform 

Dada covering all 400 mainland 
Chinese Walmart stores. 10



The Old World

● The old world is separating into two distinct camps - 
companies that have made significant capital 
expenditure into e-commerce platforms and 
infrastructure against those that remain committed 
to offline networks.

● As the pandemic hit, leading retailers such as Target 
and Inditex were able to cushion 90% plus store 
closures with strong e-commerce sales (up >100% 
for Walmart and Target).

● Offline platform sales collapsed. This has led to 
accelerated bankruptcy across retailing with more to 
come over remainder of 2020 and into 2021.

● Commentary much more upbeat, particularly as 
local economy in US began to open up from 
lockdowns from June onwards. 

● Partnerships with e-commerce companies (e.g. 
Starbucks with Alibaba/Tencent) may permit a 
complete rethink of offline platforms - driving margin 
improvements and higher sales.

● Old-world economy market indices (Dow Jones) 
rebounded 16% in Q2 following heavy Q1 selloff. 

The Digital World

● Strong Q1 results repeated in Q2 2020.
● Innovative technology companies delivered strong 

revenue growth over the lockdown period as 
consumers and businesses accelerated the move 
into the digital economy.

● Cloud computing demand continued to be strong, 
with Microsoft hitting $50B of cloud revenue in FY 
2020. Alibaba cloud revenue grew fastest at 58% yoy. 

● New world companies strong balance sheets and 
high free cash flow generation will allow continued 
acquisitions and launch new business opportunities 
across digital networks

● Digital world economy equity indices (Nasdaq) 
rebounded strongly in Q2 up 31%, driven by investor 
realisation that the world is rapidly going digital in 
response to the pandemic.

● Global technology leaders have committed to 
building a digital platform servicing 1.4B people 
through $23B  investment in Jio Reliance networks. 
Amazon has also committed to go-it-alone and build 
its own digital platform in india. 

Key Differences - digital world vs the old world
Compare and Contrast
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● The devastating impact of the Covid-19 pandemic hit Q2 
results hardest for most old-world companies.

● Global technology leaders continue to be the biggest 
recipients of the shift of consumers online. Data suggests 
that online spending share of total retail sales has doubled 
across most countries during Q2. Digital infrastructure 
providers such as Alibaba, Tencent, Amazon, Microsoft, 
Google, Apple and Facebook were the biggest winners, 
delivering strong revenue growth reflected in strong share 
price gains. 

● We are beginning to see a clear divergence in old-world 
brands - those that have previously committed to building a 
significant e-commerce channel presence and those with 
limited resources who failed to keep up. 

● Clear winners include Nike, Target, Inditex (Zara) and 
WalMart, while clear losers include Macy’s (restructuring) and 
JCPenney (bankrupt).

● Whilst this divergence is most obvious in consumer retailing, 
Holon expects a similar pattern to emerge across other 
industries over the early 2020s as clear-technology 
innovators emerge.

● Following the Bitcoin halving event in May, investors are 
looking to Q3/Q4 for strong price gains. Institutional investor 
flows into US based Grayscale investments purchased 75% of 
all new bitcoin mined in Q2, while interest in Ethereum grows 
as more news on ETH 2.0 upgrade is provided. 

Conclusion
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